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I. INTRODUCTION * 

This paper compares the characteristics of two large- 

scale econometric models, one of Canada, the other of the 

United Kingdom. The two models have so far developed quite 

independently, CANDIDE by the incorporation of an input-output 

table into a time-series macroeconomic model of the type 

associated with L. R. Klein and MDM (~ultisectoral Qynamic ~odel) 

.' 
by the incorporation of time-series behavioural equations in 

an input-output model of the type constructed orginally by 

W. W. Leontief. 

The Canadian model, CANDIDE, was built and is maintained 

by a project of the Economic Council of Canada. The model was 

dynamic from the beginning in 1970 and has been extensively 

described (McCracken,1973; Bodkin and TannY,1975; Waslander, 1976). 

The British model,MDM, is a development of the static model built 

by the Cambridge Growth Project in the Department of Applied 

Economics, University of Cambridge, England. The static model 

is described most recently in a book co-authored by members of 

the project (Barker, 1976) but the dynamic version has only 

just been built and is not as yet fully documented. In fact, 

although a dynamic solution from 1973 to 1980 has been made, 

the model cannot yet be called fully operational. In this paper 

the version of the model producing this solution is compared with 

the current operational version of CANDIDE version 1.2M (Economic 

Council of Canada, 1976). 

*The author is visiting the Economic Council of Canada through 
the summer of 1976. I am grateful to Tom Schweitzer for his 
help in explaining the details of CANDIDE and his patience in 
answering my many questions. 
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The two projects and models are compared in four 

different areas. First there are the differences in the overall 

approach which account for many of the detailed differences in 

programming and specification. Second there are operational 

differences between the models, differences in the organization 

of the solution and the size of the models. Third, there are 

differences in estimation. Fourth, there are the differences 

in the specification of the economic relationships .. These four 

areas are covered in the sections which follow. The main relation 

shipsin MDM are listed in an Appendix. 
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II. DIFFERENCES IN THE OVERALL APPROACH 

• 

1. Scalar Versus Matrix Equations 

The relationships inCANDIDE are for the most part 

estimated and solved as scalar equations, for example, business 

fixed investment in structures as estimated by 39 stochastic 

equations and 15 nonstochastic ones. Although each equation 

tends to have a similar set of determining .variables there are 

frequent departures from the pattern, with output or price variables 

being dropped and other variables such as the unemployment rates 

or dummies being added. 

The relationships in MDM are conceived, estimated and 

solved as relationships between matrix, vector or scalar variables. 

For example, a theoretical model of investment behaviour is 

estimated for a; time series of investment matrices of 3 asset 

types by 40 industries, with independent variables being, inter 

alia,vectors of outputs by the 40 industries, and vectors of 

effective prices of the capital goods relative to the prices of 

the outputs for the 40 industries. The matrix of investment 

by industry is solved in the model given vectors of outputs and 

prices. 

The MDM procedure is less flexible and will give a 

lower goodness of fit over the sample period unless the special deter- 

mining variables are introduced into the general eqüation. However, 
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it is neater and does force the economist to choose his explanatory 

variables carefully, rather than include or discard variables 

as to maximize the fit of a particular equation. 

2. Parameter Restrictions 

All model-builders face the problem of parameters being 

insignificant or having signs or magnitudes contrary to ~ priori 

expectations. CANDIDE tends to exclude parameters with t-values 

less than unity, although excepting the constant term from this rule, 

but MDM tends to exclude 'non-economic' parameters (time trends, 

dummy variables) with t-values less than the 5 per cent significance 

values, again excepting the constant. Thus MDM often includes 

income and price parameters although they may be vèry insignificant 

by the t-test. However, both models exclude parameters having 

the 'wrong' sign -- this applies particularily to coefficients 

of relative prices. 

3. Functional Form 

There are two major differences in approach. First 

CANDIDE tends to adopt linear relationship between variables 

whereas MDM adopts the log-linear form. (There are important 

exceptions -- the employment functions in CANDIDE are log-linear 

whilst the consumption function in MDM is linear.) The second 

difference is in the treatment of lags: CANDIDE includes Almon 

lags for the effects of the independent variables extensively 

throughout the model; MDM includes one-period lags in independent 

variablès and introduces longer lags by including the lagged 

dependent variables. However, the investment equations in MDM 

include up to a 3-year lag in output. 
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4. The Input-Output Matrix and Classification Converters 

There is a major difference here, which properly 

belongs in the later section on specification, but which sharply 

distinguishes the time-series macro-model CANDIDE from the 

dynamic input-output model MDM. In CANDIDE the input-output 

matrix, the mix matrix (showing which industries produce what 

commodities), the final demand classification converters and a 

set of ratios of net to gross output (all for the base year 1961) 

are transformed into two sets of coefficients,the first used in 

the calculation of real value-added by industry from the net 

final demands and the second used in the calculation 'of final 

demand deflators from value-added deflators and import prices. 

The calculated industrial value-added and final demand deflators 

are regressed on actual values over the sample period and the 

adjustment coefficients are used to forecast the value-added and 

the deflators from the calculated values~ 

" 

In MDM these matrices and converters are explicitly 

included, in principle for each year (estimated over the sample 

period, projected forward for future years) ,although in practice 

as yet only the input-output table has been changed through time 

and the other matrices have been held at values of the base year 

1970. There are no fixed ratios of net to gross output by 

industry: real net output is calculated by the double deflation 

method within the model, i.e., the value of inputs Qt their constant 

prices is subtradtedfrom the value of output at constant prices. 

The model is solved by explicitly calculating commodity components 

of final demand, the industrial demand for commodities and the 

various deflat0rs associated with the real flows. 
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III. OPERATIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MODELS 

1. The Organization of the Solutions 

The basic difference in the organization of the 

solutions is that CANDIDE is solved by a set of genp.ral FORTRAN 

programs described in Simulation System for Econometric Models, 

by M. C. McCracken and C. A. Sonner, 1973,whilst MOM is solved 

by one FORTRAN program specifically written with a set of mnemonic 

conventions so that the operations are easy to follow by economists 

and so that the character of the model can be exploited to save 

computer resources in solution and simulation. The programs 

available to model-builders of CANDIDE and MOM are listed in 

Table 1. The organization of the model solutions is shown in 

Table 2. 

l 

In CANDIDE the coefficients and exogenous data must 

be strictly ordered before the model can be solved. In MOM the 

procedure is more flexible: there are 5 input streams of 

coefficients and data, but the most important of these draws 

matrices and vectors directly from the databank. The databank 

information is randomly accessed. On the other hand, the ordering 

of the solution equations can be varied in CANDIDE whereas it 

is fixed in MOM. 
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Table 1 

Programs Available for MOdel-Building 

Name of Program Operations 

CANDIDE* (Economic Council of Canada) 

MASSAGER 1. Operations on vectors. 
2. Series generation. 
3. Regression analysis, including nonlinear' 

regression, instrumental variable regression 
and various models of autocorrelation. 

4. User-supplied routines. 
5. Operations on time-series data held in 

databank. 
6. Operations (la options) on matrices. 

DATABANK Creates, deletes and adds time-series files. 
Each time-series is identified by a mnemonic. 

DATAPREP 
MODGEN 
SOLUTION 
CONVERT 
BAR 

A set of related programs for solving an 
econometric model. See Table 2. 

GEM 

MDM (Department of Applied Economics, Cambridge, U.K.) 

1. Operations (up to 100 options) on scalars, 
vectors and matrices. 

2. Reading from and writing to one or two 
databanks. 

REXF Regression package. 

NLFIML A set of FORTRAN subroutines available to 
perform Non-Linear Full Information 
Maximum Likelihood estimation. 

ARMA etc. A set of regression packages for estimating 
autoregressive error structures. 

*The programs listed are maintained and supported by Informetrica Limited. 



Table 2 

Th. Organ1z8tion ot tho Hodnl Solution. 

8 

CAN[)ID~ MOM -------------_._---------_._---------------_._----- 

t'ile cooffic:iunts in strict ozde r by oquation 
block. 

File coefficients 019 di.r('ct acceaa IMtrices in the 
da tabank or in one of the .peeial input !1108 for Mri'l. 

Prek~~ation of the Data 

Create a MNEMONIC table of the variables on the model 
ordered in blocks of equations and enter data on the 
databank, which is limited to holdir,g time series 
vectors. The software package MASSAGER provides 
operations (including regressions) on the time-series 
vectors held in the databank. 

File data on exogenous and endogenous variables in 
random order in the databank or in one of the special 
input files for MOM. The databank fil.es are IMtrices 
addressed by number or mnemonic. No operational dis 
tinction is made between data or coefficients, whether 
time-series or cross-section. Data is read into the 
databank directly or through a matrix manipulation 
package, GEM. oata is retrieved directly in MOM or 
indirectery through GEM. 

Addres~;in9 and Sorting the Data 

DATAPREP is a program which checks the listing of the 
MNEMONIC t~l.le and the coefficient file, provides the 
addresses r,' :essary to convert a MNEMONIC into a work 
ing vector, and re-ordcrs the source data from the 
databank for solution. 

No sorting required since data and coefficients can be 
directly accessed when required in MOM. 'I';,e mnemonics 
are FORTRAN names in the solution subroutines and no 
addressing is needed. 

§pecifying the Models 

The equations determining each endogenous variable are 
specified using a model code in the order given by the 
MNF.MONIC table. The model code is translated into 
FORTRAN instructions by a program HODG=:N. These 
instructions together with the addresses and data 
supplied by DA1'APREP are input with controls into 
the program solution. 

The model is specified in FORTRAN subroutines, each 
subroutine working in an 'economically' distinct are~ 
(for example investment or import prices). 

SOl:_ving the Hodels 

The blocks of equations are grouped into a prologue 
group which is solved first, a simultaneous group 
which is solved iteratively and an epilogue group 
which is solved last. 

Two methods of solution are provided, the Gauss 
Seidel method (which is preferred) and the Ritz 
method. 

The ordering of the blocks of equations in the 
iterative solution is variable. Convergence criteria 
can be set for the percentage change or absolute value 
of the change in every variable or in any specified 
equation. The program can display solution results 
at each iteration. 

The subroutines in the model are grouped into INPUT 
subroutines which read in controls, data and coefficient~ 
and process the coefficients ready for the solution 
(for example calculate all the lagged effects, error 
terms, time trends and exogenous effects and add them 
into constants in each equation) the SOLVE subroutines 
which calculate the solution for a particular year and 
the OUTPUT subroutines which d i.splay summa r i.es of the 
solution. The SOLVE subroutines provide a ëOmplete 
solution which can be dumped on a back-up disc file. 
The solution is done hy the Gauss-Seidel iterative 
procedure with an upper limit on the number of iterations. 

The ordering of the zub::outines in the solution is fixed. 
Ther.e is one convergence criterion for testing the sum 
of squares of differences between successive solutions 
of the 57 ahsorption prices (scaled by 1000), the 42 
consumers; expenditure categories and the 57 commodity 
outputs. Several 'fix-up'" are built Jnto the solution 
routines in case the solution goes out of range. The~c 
are printed along with the solution re~ults at each 
iteration_ 

LJiEplay of the Solution 

The solution can he printed with observed and cnJ 
culated va Lue s Lut it is organized not as a co Ll ec t i.on 
of time-series but as c r os s+ sr.c t i on data, pe r i.od by 
period. The program COtNErt'l' t r a ns torrns th~ output 
from the solution file into a CA'l'ABA!JK...... c t ruct ur ed 
file. 'l'he program BAR can ana Iy se two s Lmul.a t i or, runs 
to give a muJtiplier analysis ùnd <:d.U proces5 and list 
results in the. fonn of gro ..... th rates etc. 

Three surranade9 of th" solution lire provided, 

(1) the macro-r.esults for each year t oqot he r with a 
4-comrnodi ty and 4-indusU'y breakdown, 

(2) tile cross-section results for 15 rea] flows and 
unit-values for each yea r , 

(3) the time-series solution for about; 12 macro 
variables, 

A further set of programs ['l'ovides analyses of the 
complete solution he Id 01\ 'che d i sc including full 
c ros s=sec c Ion data and spe c i f Led tinte-serie~ data. 
Note that no compar Lsons with the observed data have 
be en fo rma l Ly calculated OlS yet. 
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2. The Size of the Models 

Table 3 shows the dimensions of both models. On the 

count of variables or equations both models are of a similar size. 

The significant differences come in the exogenous variables 

where CANDIDE has far fewer policy instruments than MDM and far 

more 'other' exogenous variables. There are two reasons for 

these differences. First, MDM has a large number of tax rates 

disaggregated by expenditure or income component: there are 

detailed breakdownsof tax rates by industry, consumers' expenditure 

category, imports and income groups. Second,CANDIDE has import 

and export prices as exogenous whereas they are endogenous in 

MDM; CANDIDE also has a much more detailed treatment of demographic 

variables. 

The number of lagged variables is much the same in 

both models. However, it should be pointed out that, although 

the first period lags are available in MDM solution, not all 

of them are actually used. 

Coefficients 

There is a striking difference in the number of 

coefficients which is due to three factors. Firs~ly, the input 

output matrix is much larger in CANDIDE, 105 x 75 compared with 

57 x 40 in MDM. Secondly, CANDIDE holds two versions of the same 

information, one set of coefficients to tranform final demand 

into industrial value-added, the other set to transf.orm industrial 

prices to final demand deflators. MDM holds one version of the 

information. Thirdly, the stochastic equations i~ CANDIDE typically 

have several more independent variables than those in MDM because 

of the AlmOn lags and the willingness of the original investigators 

to include extra variables in the equations. 
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Table 3 

Tne Dimensions of the Models and Programs 

CANDIDE 1.2M HDM 

Variables 

Exogenous - policy instruments 
- others 

9.1 
439 

) 757 
) 
) 
)3,764 

Lagged - exogenous - one period 
more than one period 

- endogenous - one period 
more than one period 

Endogenous 

Equations 

Stochastic 
Nonstochastic - technical 

- identities 

Coefficients 

Input-output coefficients and 'mix' matrix 
Final demand converters 
Other coefficients 

FORTRAN Mnemonics 

Economic variables 
Parameters 
Dimensions and controls 

Program 

530 

4,511 

845 
o 

2,551 
480 

794 
51 845 

2,209 
7,250 

645 

1,564 

2;269 

673 
1,275 

3,876 

2,551 
7,272 

603 

16,275 
3,630 

ll, <138 
31,343 

2,739 
2 

60 
2,801 

1,948 
2,551 

2,959 
1,445 
6,706 

ll,210 

171 
58 
84 

-3D 

Core size (K) 478 l"/6 
·1 Number of iterations in solution 4-25* 4-25* 

Time taken per solution (SECS) 2-5* 2-7* 
(Task time or CPU time) 

Disaggregation 

Commodity output 105 57 
Industrial output 62 40t 
Consumers' expenditure categories 42 42 
Government expenditure categories 

(current and capital) 12 10 
Real assets 3 9 
Financial sectors 8 
Industrial investment-equipment 42 40t 
Industrial employment II 40t 

*Approximate range depending on starting point. 
tThese 40 categories are the same for industrial output, tmployment, investment 
as well as wages, profits and prices. 
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Mnemonics 

The disparity in the numbers of mnemonics in each 

model is partly due to the matrix approach adopted in MDM where, 

for example,industrial output is written as Y(I), the subscript 

being the Ith industry. Note also that MDM adopts mnemonics 

for parameters and sets of parameters, whereas CANDIDE uses 

either B for coefficients or C for constant adjustments. 

Core storage 

Both models are solved on IBM machines, CANDIDE on 

IBM370/168 and MDM on IBM 370/165. Both models solve in a similar 

number of iterations and take a similar time per solution. However, 

CANDIDE requires nearly three times the core storage of MDM, an 

extra 300K. Part of this difference is due to the extra 20,000 

coefficients in CANDIDE; but this alone will only account for 

78K of the difference, A further reason for the difference is 

that CANDIDE holds the observed values of the endogenous variables 

in store as well as the solved values; in projections outside the 

sample period this store is presumably unset. MDM takes observed 

values of all variables from the databank when required. CANDIDE 

also holds the first period lagged values of both endogenous and 

exogenous variables. In MDM the variable stores are initialized 

at these lagged values and the effects of the lags incorporated 

into the constant terms in the equations so that the same store 

can then be used to hold the current values of the variables. 

If the solution carries on for a further year then the variables 
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are already correctly initialized with the exog~nous 'variables 

being observed lagged values and the endogenous variables being 

calculated lagged values. 

Another reason for the greater sto~age requirement of 

CANDIDE is the number of FORTRAN instructions generated by having 

scalar rather than matrix equations. A crude indication of the 

extra number of instructions is given by the number of lines 

in the solution program: CANDIDE has 12,872 lines whilst MDM 

has 2453 lines, both counts including comment statements and 

excluding those programs and routines which print the final results. 

Finally it is possible that MDM has a more efficient 

overlay structure. (In fact due to the much greater number of 

instructions in CANDIDE, the use of OVERLAY* ought to save much 

more space than it does.} In MDM, 7 grouping of INPUT, 

SOLVE and OUTPUT routines are overlaid; in CANDIDE, the overlay 

structure does not seem to have been closely related to the 

ordering of the solution. 

Disaggregations 

The comparisons of the levels of'disaggregation show 

that the extra numbers of coefficients in CANDIDE come from 

the greater detail in commodity and industrial outputs, not in 

final demand categories or employment. 

3. Checks for Errors in the Solutions 

CANDIDE has a special solution for checking the coding 

of the model and the reading of coefficients and data. This is 

the 'residual check' solution for the sample period. Here each 

equation in the model is solved using observed values for endogenous 

*An IBM facility for saving core storage. 
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as well as exogenous variables. The calculated values of the 

endogenous variables are then compared with the values previously 

filed when the equations are estimated or the observed values 

when the equations are identities. There should be no discrepancies 

between the residual check solution and these data files. MDM 

has not been solved for the sample period as yet so no residual 

check solution is possible. 

4. Adjustments 

Both CANDIDE and MDM have procedures for introducing 

changes to the data and coefficients before or during the solution 

of the model. Such changes are made to make some endogenous 

variables exogenous in alternative simulations or to provide 

alternative or revised estimates of coefficients or exogenous 

data without re-creating the input files. 

The procedures are such that the original input files 

remains unaltered by the adjustments. CANDIDE has two adjustment 

facilities: 

(1) Overrides. Coefficients, observed values of exogenous and 

endogenous variables and constant adjustments can all be 

replaced by specified values in a particular run of the model. 

(2) Constant adjustments. In the solution of the model each 

equation contains a constant adjustment, with a default 

value of zero. The constant adjustments are read as overrides. 

L 
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There are ·three ways of making adjustment in MDM: 

(1) ADJUST facility. At any point in the program a call can 

be made to the subroutine ADJUST in order to replace any 

elements of a matrix, vector or scalar, multiply ttlemby 

a facbor or add to constant to them. The elements can be 

any mnemonic variable or parameter in the model, although 

the mnemonics must be specified in advance. The adjustments 

are held on a special file. 

(2) Temporary data sets. Any of the input data streams can be 

edited to a temporary file before a particular solution 

of the model. This allows the user to choose alternative 

sets of parameter estimates (by changing datahank codes 

read as input), to change any or all of 10 key assumptions 

and 10 key policy instruments, or to replace any of the 

values of the exogenous variables or the adjustments. 

(3) FIXUP subroutine. A special subroutine can be entered after 

the INPUT subroutines and before the SOLVE subroutines which 

allows the user to change any variable or parameter in the model. 
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IV. DATA AND' ESTIMATION 

Both projects have a fixed data base wh~ch is unchanged 

for 1-2 years at a time. At present the CANDIDE base is annual 

data 1948-1973 for exogenous variables and 1950-1973 for endogenous 

variables; the MDM base is 1954-1972 for all variables, although 

some equations have been estimated including data for 1973 and 

1974. The CANDIDE price base is 1961, the date of the input 

output tables included in the model; the MDM price base is 1970 

with input-output tables for that year updated from the 1968 

tables. 

Single equation estimation methods are used in both 

projects. However, the estimation of autoregressive structures 

appears to be far more widespread in MDM than in CANDIDE. 
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v. DIFFERENCES IN SPECIFICATION 

Table 4, on page 19, gives some of the main differences in 

specification between the models under 11 headings. In CANDIDE (and 

to a lesser extent MDM) the relationship described on the table 

are typical of those in the model rather than being the actual 

equations estimated. 

Some of the differences have already been discussed 

in Section II above,for example, the use of linear functions in 

CANDIDE as against log-linear ones in MDM. But the table also 

brings out other general differences. There is more reliance 

in CANDIDE on time-series regressions in the explanation of 

industrial value-added, final demand prices, indirect and direct 

tax revenues and the value of investment allowances,whereas MDM 

uses cross-section data and models the accounting or institutional 

rules to calculate these variables. This is mainly due to the fact 

that the complete Cambridge model has not been simulated over the 

sample period: if this were to be done, then the values of 

variables calculated by these rules could be regressed on observed 

values and better fits could be obtained. 

Another general difference is that the national 

accounting identites playa much smaller role in CANDIDE than in 

MDM. CANDIDE maintains the identities at the aggregate level of 

gross national product and e~penditure; MDM maintai~s the identities 

for all the components of product and expenditure separately 

in the basis of a Social Accounting Matrix calculated for each 

----- --- --- -- - 
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year in constant and current prices. For example in MDM consumers' 

expenditures in the 42 categories in constant prices are each 

broken down by commodity, tax, wage and import content. 

Apart from these general differences, there are 

several significant specific differences in the economics of 

the models. 

(1) CANDIDE has a savings function which contains the change in 

the unemployment rate as an independent variable;"MDM has 

a more orthodox consumption function with a wealth term. In 

consequence the dynamic multiplier for consumption with 

respect to an exogenous change in real income has different 

characteristics. In CANDIDE consumption rises, then falls, 

then rises again following a sustained increase in real 

income; in MDM consumption tends to rise smoothly. 

(2) Investment in MDM is partly determined by investment 

allowances against taxable corporate income. There is no 

corresponding relationship in CANDIDE. 

(3) In CANDIDE wage rates are determined by disaggregated 

Phillips' curves, whereas in MDM they are exogenous; i.e., 

independent of the level of unemployment and the cost of 

living. The MDM treatment is justified in the projections 

where an incomes and prices policy is assumed to be effective. 

When the past is being simulated, the intention is to 

introduce an aggregate wage rate equation. 

L 
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(4) Export and import prices are exogenous in CANDIDE, endogenous 

in MDM. This must make a considerable difference in the 

responses of the models to changes in the exchange rate, 

since for a 10 per cent depreciation of the currency CANDIDE 

will give a 10 per cent increase in import prices (MDM 9 per cent) 

and a 10 per cent increase in export prices (MDM 4 per cent increase). 

(6) Finally CANDIDE makes government expenditures ~ndogenous so 

that they tend to rise and fall with other components of 

natural expenditure. In MDM they are exogenous. 

(5) The interest rate is linked with the budget deficit in 

CANDIDE, in MDM the interest rate is exogenous implying 

that the method of fillnancing any deficit has little effect 

on the interest rate. However, in MDM the public debt is 

accumulated and interest payments on the debt are calculated. 
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Table 4 

Specification Differences Between the Models 

CANDIDE MD~ 

1. Accounting Identities 

National product is reconciled with 
national expenditure in aggregate 
both in constant and current prices. 

Supplies equal demands for each com 
modity (57) both in constant and 
current prices. 

Value of each industry's outputs 
(40) equals value of its inputs plus 
labour costs, taxes and profits. 

Value of each financial sector's (8) 
incomings equals the value of its 
outgoings plus net savings. 

2. Private Consumption 

Functions are estimated for the main 
components of personal savings and 
expenditures. Discretionary saving 
is related to personal disposable 
income and the change in the unemploy 
ment rate. The real expenditure 
components are linearly related to 
total real expenditure (usually 
lagged one year), to relative prices 
and to the lagged dependent variable, 
all in per capita terms. Several 
demographic variables and dummy 
variables also enter the functions. 

Total consumers' expenditure in 
constant prices is a linear function 
of real personal disposable income 
in the current year and in the 
previous year, of real private 
wealth and of the lagged dependent 
variable. The function is estimated 
in per capita terms. 

Nondurable components of the total 
are calculated by the linear ex 
penditure system or as log-linear 
functions of total expenditure 
(including a time trend in the 
coefficient) and the price of the 
component relative to the total. 

Durable components are related to 
real disposable income,current and 
lagged, to relative prices and 
to a hire purchase term, current 
and lagged. 

An adjustment is made to the 
components of consumers' expendi 
ture so that they add to the total. 

3. Public Consumption 

Functions are estimated which 
relate components of public con 
sumption to demographic factors, 
to national expenditures and to 
personal expenditures on health. 

L 

This expenditure is exogenous. 
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CANDIDE MDM 

Investment is divided into 9 assets 
but only 3 of these (buildings, 
equipment and 'other vehicles') are 
important for most of the 40 industries, 
whilst 4 others (üuses, ships, air 
craft railway rolling stock) are 
important for one industry, transport. 
The investment in each asset for 
each industry is related log-linearly 
to industrial output, the effective 
price of the investment relative to 
the price of the industry's output 
and a time trend. Lags up to 
3 years are included for both the 
output and relative price terms. 
The 'effective' relative price of 
investment is calculated to reflect 
the price of investment goods and 
the discounted unit-value of the 
tax allowances generated by the 
investment expenditure. 

4. Industrial Investment 

Investment by business is divided 
into investment in structures and 
investment in equipment. Linear 
functions are estimated for each type 
of investment for 42 industries. 
These relate the investment to lagged 
capital stock, output. and the price 

• I I of output relatlve to the renta 
cost of capital. Both the output 
and price effects are estimated with 
distributed lags. The rental cost 
of capital is a function of the 
current price of capital goods, a 
discount rate and the rate of 
replacement. When the theoretical 
specification derived from the 
neoclassical adjustment model 
gave unsatisfactory results alter 
native specification including 
dummies, time units, the corporate 
bond yield and the unemployment 
rate were estimated. 

5. Exports and Imports of Goods and Services 

Exports and imports are divided 
into 30 and 14 groups respectively 
going to and coming from the u.S. 
and the rest of the world. The 
flows are linearly related to 
activity variables such as u.S. 
industrial production or Canadian 
industrial output and relative 
prices (after with a distributed 
lag). Where possible an indicator 
of capacity utilization is intro 
duced into the equations. Exports 
of wheat and other grains and 
of crude peteroleum and natural gas 
are exogenous. O~ly one of the 
import groups, fuel~ and fuel 
products is exogenous. 
A special feature of the functions 
is the introduction of a dummy 
variable into those for automotive 
flows so as to reflect the influence 
of the Automotive Agreement with the 
u.S. 

L 

Exports and imports are both ex 
plained by log-linear equations 
relating trade to the level of 
activity abroad and at home, to 
relative prices and to measures of 
excess demand. 

Exports are divided into 16 commodity 
groups sold to each of 10 world 
areas. Each element of this matrix 
is related to industrial production 
of the destination, to the capacity 
to import of the a~ea (where relevant) , 
and to three sets of relative prices 
- the export price 'relative to the 
domestic absorption price, the export 
price relative to the foreign 
competitors' pricefand the foreign 
competitors' price to the price in 
the foreign domestic market. The 
estimated parameters for the price 
terms are restricted to eliminate 
money illusion. Imports for 32 
commodity groups are derived from 
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log-linear functioœrelating the 
ratio of imports to domestic out 
put to domestic final expenditure 
per head, to the deviation of demand 
from trend and to cur r ent; and lagged 
relative prices. Other imports are 
exogenous or determined as residuals. 

6. Employment 

There are two sets of functions for 
11 industry groups, one for employ 
ment,the oth.er for total hours worked 
so that hours worked per man per week 
is implicit. Both set of functions 
are similar: required employment is 
derived by estimating an inverted 
Cobb-Douglas production function 
with expected output, the lagged 
capital stock and a time trend as 
the independent variables. Actual 
employment adjusts to required 
employment after a lag. Expected 
output is a distributed lag function 
of present and past actual output. 

7. Wages 

Wage-rates by 12 industries are 
estimated as functions of excess 
demand in the labour markets 
(unemployment rate or change in 
employment), real productivity 
and the consumer price index. 
The last two variables usually 
enter the equations with a dis 
tributed lag. The wage bill 
is calculated from the wage 
rates and the hours worked on 
the employment. 

There are two sets of functions for 
the 40 industries, one for average 
hours worked per person per week 
the other for total hours worked, 
so that employment is implicit. 
The change in average hours worked 
is a log-linear function of the 
change in normal hours (~ith an 
adjustment lag) and the unemployment 
rate. The change in logs of total 
hours worked is a function of the 
change in logs of output and the 
investment-output ratio. 

The average wage for the economy 
is exogenous. Wage rates for each 
industry and for employment in 
government are calculated from a 
set of wage differentials. The 
wage bill for each industry is 
calculated from the average wage 
and the numbers employed. 

8. Prices 

Export and import prices are 
exogenous with changes in the 
exchange rate fully passed on 
to the foreign or domestic 
purchasers. 

L 

Export prices are related to 
competitors' prices, the exchange 
rate and prices on the domestic 
market. Import prices are similarly 
endogenized. 
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8. Prices (cont'd) 

Industrial value-added deflators 
are estimated as linear functions 
unit labour costs, export and 
import prices. 34 of the 91 
deflators in the model are estimated, 
the remainder being set equal to 
estimated deflators or being an 
implicit identity. 

Final demand deflators are first 
calculated from the industrial 
value-added deflators and import 
unit-values. The projected unit 
values are formed from equations 
estimated by regressing actual 
values of the deflators over the 
sample period on the calculated 
values. 

Gross output deflators for 39 of 
the 40 industries are log-linear 
functions of 'key input' prices, 
usually unit labour costs and one 
or two material prices after im 
ported material prices. The price 
of crude mineral oil is set at 
world oil prices plus a premium 
for the above-average quality of 
North Sea oil. 

Final domestic demand deflators are 
calculated from the gross output 
unit-values and import unit-values, 
imposing the restriction that for 
each commodity the value of supplies 
must equal that of demands. 

9. Money and the ·Balance of Payments 

A short-term rate of interest is 
determined by a reduced-form 
equation relating it to tne real 
supply of high-powered money, the 
percentage change in gross national 
expendi ture def la tor and the real 
gross national product. Other 
interest rates in the model are 
functions of this short-term rate. 
An option exists in the model to 
make the supply of high-powered 
money responsive to the level of 
the federal budget deficit. 
Capital flows on the balance of 
payments are divided into short 
term and long-term flows. Total 
net flows are estimated as a func 
tion of the current balance of 
payments, the Canada-U.S. interest 
rate differential and net direct 
investment, with dummy variables 
for exchange rate regimes and 
controls. Long-term flows are 
either exogenous or determined 
by interest rate differentials 
and economic activity. Short- 
term flows are a residual. 

L 

The rate of interest is exogenous. 

Capital flows on the balance of 
payments are exogenous. 
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10. The Tax System 

11. Income and Expenditure Accounts 

Indirect taxes: 36 indirect tax 
rates are distinguished, mostly 
applicable to various categories 
of consumers' expenditure .', 
Revenues are calculated from re 
gression equations relating 
revenues to the tax rates and the 
real or nominal expënditures. 

Direct taxes: The personal tax 
system changed after 1972. Before 
1972 federal and provincial 
personal tax revenues were separately 
regressed on taxable income and an 
appropriate overall tax rate. Cor 
poration tax revenues are a function 
of the rate times the taxable profits, 
again distinguishing between federal 
and provincial revenues, tax rates 
and profits. 

Investment allowances: 10 functions 
for different industry groups 
relate capital consumption al.J., 
lowances to a measure of the un 
depreciated capital stock in the 
previous period and its rate of 
change. 

The income and expenditure accounts 
are implicit. However, net savings 
are calculated for the personal 
sector, the budget deficits are 
calculated for federal and provincial 
government and the balance of payments 
is calculated for the overseas sector. 

L 

Indirect taxes: 9 types of indirect 
tax are distingu~bhed (local 
authority, fuel oil, other oil, 
other taxes, subsidies, ~urchase 
tax,selective employment tax, value 
added tax and import duties). The 
rates applicable to each industry 
and each component of final demand 
are exogenous so that the revenues 
are endogenous. 

Direct taxes: The personal income 
tax system 1S modelled in great 
detail with 8 types of income 
divided between 25 income groups. 
The exemption limits and personal 
allowances are cal~ulated for each 
type of income and income group, 
then the tax payable on the income 
received is calculated with an 
adjustment for tax numbers. 
Corporation tax revenue is calculated 
from corporate profits, the corporation 
tax rate and the standard income tax 
rates with allowable deductions for 
investment allowances and tax paid 
abroad. Petroléum revenue tax and 
North Sea royalties are calculated 
separately. 

Investment allowances: The present 
value of investment allowances 
attracted by e ach industry (40) 
and each asset (9) are calculated 
on the assumption that the industries 
will have sufficient profits to 
give the allowances their full value. 

7 institutional sectors are dis 
tinguished (households, nonprofit 
making bodies, life assurance com 
panies, companies, public corporations, 
government sector and the overseas 
sector). Current incomings and 
outgoings are calculated for each 
sector with net savings as a residual. 
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A MULTISECTORAL DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE BRITISH ECONOMY: 
THE MAIN RELATIONSHIPS 

In the equations below, capital Roman letters represent 

matrices, small Roman letters represent vectors, capital Greek 

letters represent operators and small Greek letters represent 

scalars. The parameters and variables are defined in order of 

appearance following the equations. 
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1- Social Accountin~ Matrix Identities 

Commodity supplies and demand, constant and current prices .... 
q + m(i+t ) - A qyy + A c + A qgg + A v + !:J.*s + A x (1) mo qc qv qx 

........ 
P q + P m(i+t ) - Ph(A y+A c+A g+A v+!:J.*~) + P A x (2) q m m qy qc qg qv x qx 

Industry supplies and demands, constant and current prices 

( 3) 

........ 
( 4) 

Consumers' expenditures, constant and current prices 

c = cA' i + ct + cm + cZ qc ço c c (5) 

- CA' Ph + c(t li+t 2P ) + cm p + cZ Po qc ccc c mc c NC 
( 6) 

Government expenditures, constant and current prices 

g - gAl i + gt + gm + g£ qg go g g ( 7) 

( 8) 

Investment expenditures, constant and current prices 

v = vA' i + vt qv vo ( 9) 

- vA' P . + vt P qv v v v (10) 

Exports, constant and current prices 

x = xA' i qx (11) 

- xA' P qx x (12) 

L 
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2. Consumers' Expenditure Functions 

Consumption function 

(13) 

(14) 

(15 ) 

].l = ].ll + ].l2 (16 ) 

Linear expenditure system 
--1 

el = p (bl+b2T) (E1TI - p 'b3) + b3 
el El el 

(17) 

Log-linear expenditure functions 
-1 

TIt; Pe 
! 1 

(18) 

Durable expenditure functions 
~ 1 ~l ~-l 

e3 = bl + b2].l + b3w2Pe~; + b4h ].l + bSA 93 
3 

(19) 

Identities 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

3. Investment Functions 

For investment by industry in each fixed asset 
3 - -i - -1 

log Yvj = bl + b2T + b7l0g[i:Ob3+iA (y-b13A y)] 

3 - -1 --1 
+ b12log[ E b8~,A (p pk,)] 

i=O Tl Y VJ 
(23) l 



For stock building by commodity 

"" -1 
~*s = blY - b2A Y (24) 

4. Export and Import Functions 

Exports 

log Xj = bl + b2 log w6j + b3 log + b4 log 
""-I w7j Px Phs 

1 "" -i "" -1 1 "" -1 
+ z b5+iA log (Pfc P 8) + ,l: b7+iA log (Pfc'ITfj) 

i=O x i=O 

+ (25) 

Import-output ratios 
""-I ... ~ 

log q (m+mtmo) = bl + b2~3 + b3 + b3 log dk + b4l 

+ (26) 

5. Employment Functions 

Normal average hours worked 

(27) 

Change in actual average hours worked 

~* b6 b ~* log t* 
"" -1 

t* log t ) log te = + + baA (log - 
7 e e e 

+ b9 log li 

Change in actual total hours worked 
... 

~* log Ye + 6* log t • bl + b3~* log' Y el 

A A A_I 
+ (b4+b5l)Y Yvi 

(2a) 

(29) 

L 
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Participation function 

(30) 

unemployment rate 

(31) 

Total employment 

I 
. I 

I 

w = i'y + i'e + i'g 5 e e e (32) 

6. Wages, Prices and Profits 

Industrial wages 
A A A_I 

w = (bl+b2T)Y YeP (33) 

Industrial prices 

(34) 

Export prices 

log Px 

( 35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Import prices 

(38) 

Other price vectors are derived from identities (2), (6), (8) 

and (10) above. Industrial profits are derived from identity (4). 
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DEFINITIONS 

above a vector transforms it into a diagonal matrix 

denotes transposition 

-i A 

log is the logarithm to the base e 

i 

I 

is an operator lagging its operand i periods 

-1 is equivalent to (I-A ) 

is the unit vector 

is the unit matrix 

parameter vectors specific to each equation 

All flows are in E million constant prices and all p~ice indices 

are unit-values, 1970 = 1.000,unless otherwise indicated. 
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Age 
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tm 

Ph 
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A yg 

Py 

ty 

m y 

wy 

p r 

teo 

m c 

i c 

Pc 

t 
cl 

t c2 

Pme 

Q. 

domest Le c"ontlllodity out.pu t s (1 ) 

importR of gOOdb and scrvices 

tnx rates on imports in the baRe year 

coefficient matrix, input,; of C"ommodities per 
unit of output of Indua tr i cs (input-output matrix) 

domestic industry outputs 

converter matrix, con~odities to consumers' 
expenditures 

consumers' expenditures 

converter matrix, co~odities to government 
expenditures 

government expenditures 

converter matrix, commodities to investment assets 

investments by asset category 

changes in stocks by commorlity 

converter matrix, commodities to export groups 

exports of goods and services in groups 

prices of commodity outputs 

prices of imports 

tax rates on imports 

prices of domestic absorption 

prices of export groups 

coefficient matrix, industrial output per unit 
of commodity output (mix ma t ri x) (3). 

prices of industrial outputs (4) 

tax rates on value of industrial output 

direct imports per unit of industrial output 

wage payment::; per unit of industrial output 

profits by industry 

tax rates on conoumers' expond L tur.,,, in c a s o year (!;) 

imports l'cr unit of consurrcr s ' expcnd i t ur c 

lat~ur costs (constant prices) per unit of 
consumerst expenditurp. 

price of consumera' expenditures (6) 

specific taxes per unit of consumcrs' expenditure 

Rd vnlorem taxes per unit of consumers' e~penditur~ 

pr ices of d j rect ly impor t.cd imports, cons umc r Si 
expenditures 
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Equation 
Numuer 

tax rates on government expenditures in base year (7) 

imports per unit of government expenditures 

labour costs (constant prices) per unit of 
government expenditures (8) 

tax rates on government expenditures 

prices of directly imported inputs, government 
expenditures 

prices of labour inputs, government expenditures 

tax rates on investment, base year (9) 

(lu) prices of investments 

tax rates on investment 

prices of exports (12) 

2. Consumers' Expenditures Functions 

e 

c 

consumers' expenditures per capita (l3i 

total consurne~s' expend t t.ur es per capita 

ao to a4 parameters 

, 
wI permanent cOIT';?oncnt of wealth per capita 

III permanent component of personal disposable 
income per capita 

112 transitory component of personal disposable 
income per capita 

Il 

el 

Pe 
I 

T 

L 1 

11 , 11 
(1 c 

e2 

e3 

w2 

pc) 

w3 

c 

net personal savings per capita (14) 

personal disposable income per capita (15) 

consumers' expenditures On nondurables per capita (17) 

prices of consumers' expenditures (a're-ordering 
of the elements of Pc) 

time trend 

total consumers' expenditure on nondurables per 
capita 

price index appropriate to (l' t 

consumers' expend I t u r e s on nondurabl Cf) (log-linear 
elements) per capita (lB) 

consumers' expenditures on durables (19) 

hire purchase deposit Lerm 

price indices of duraLlc8 

popU1Jtion, de facto home, million (20) 

COnSlli1I~IS' expend i t.ur o s on goods and services (22) 
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a ndua t rLa I investments by industry in aSBet j 

time t r cnd 

y J.ll<lust.rJ.al outputs 

prices of industrial outputs 

user cost of investment by industry in asset j 

t;*s changes in stocks by commodity 

.. 
4. Export anel Import Functions 

exports by export group to destination j 

industrial output for export destination 

capacity to import in export destination 

prices of exports 

prices of home sales 

prices of foreign competitors 

e exchange rate $ per ~ 

domestic prices in export destination j 

2 dummy variables for ecgnomic integrùtion 
(EE(: and EFTlI) 

time trend 

q commodity output 

m imports 

tmo tax rates on imports in the base year 

~3 domestic final expenditure per capita 

dk deviation from trend of commodity demands 

p; prices of imports adjusted for taxes on imports 

Pq prices of domestic commodity· outputs 

t* e normal average hours worked per worker p~r week 

T time trend 

t e actual average hours worked per worker per week 

ù unemployment rate 

employment b~· industry, t houc and s 

y induotriill otlLput 

J':llll.\ I, ! .In 
N!II:dll 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(20) 

(29) 
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investments, ssaet by industry 

unemployment in aggregate, thouKanda 

working population, thousands 

~mployment in total, thousands 

employment in the personal sector, thousands 

employment in the government sector, thousands 

6. Wages, Prices and Profits 

w 

y 

p 

o 

h 

Pfc 

wages per unit of industrial output, current 
prices 

time trend 

industrial outputs 

industrial employment, thousands 

average earnings per man-year 

prices of industrial output 

prices of imports ,. 

prices of exports 

exchange rate $ per t. 

foreign prices 

pri.ces of home inputs or home sales 

trend in home sales by export group 

home sales by export group 

trend in foreign output 

foreign output 

prices of foreign goods in export market 

prices of foreign competi tors 

prices of hame sales by export group 

prices of horne inputs by export group 

prices of domestic commodity outputs 

Equation 
Nwnber 

(30) 

• (32) 

(33) 

(341 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
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